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i have a huawei modum. with imei: 354638044919593
i downloaded the code generator and it gave me the
unlock code: 42717057 which didnt work when the
modem asked for pin verification. i have only one
chance to enter the correct code now. i used the

modem code writer which i downloaded and entered
the unlock code, but it keeps asking for a command
and showing error messages. kindly help out. i also

want to know what will happen if i entered the wrong
code the last time. thanks a lot hi, i have downloaded
airtel sim for huawei e173b usb modem. it is working
fine with my airtel sim and i can connect to 3g. i want
to use this sim with my huawei modem but whenever i

start the connect the sim it asks for pin code and i
dont have my sim pin. i have entered the code and it
is working fine. but when i am connected to 3g, and i

am using other sim in my huawei modem, it is
showing no signal. i want to use my huawei sim with
any other provider sim. hi. i have a huawei e1550.

with imei: 354638044919593 i downloaded the code
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generator and it gave me the unlock code: 42717057
which didnt work when the modem asked for pin
verification. i have only one chance to enter the
correct code now. i used the modem code writer

which i downloaded and entered the unlock code, but
it keeps asking for a command and showing error
messages. kindly help out. i have lots of unlocking
software but i m not able to unlock 3g modem of

huawei e1550 (idea service in india). by using few
softwares, modem got unlocked temporarily but when
i re-insert it again, it shows that it is locked. even it is

not taking the option of entering the unlock
code(showing 0 attempt). i m also not able to reset

the counter from 0 to 10. kindly provide me the
proper software (if any) or the proper way of

unlocking it. 5ec8ef588b
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